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Across A Green Ocean by Wendy Lee 
 

Michael Tang and his sister, Emily, have both struggled to forge a sense of identity in their parents' adopted 

homeland. Emily, an immigration lawyer in New York City, baffles their mother, Ling, by refusing to have children. 

At twenty-six, Michael is unable to commit to a relationship or a career or come out to his family. And now their 

father, after a lifetime of sacrifice, has passed away. 

 

When Michael finds a letter to his father from a long-ago friend, he impulsively travels to China in the hopes of 

learning more about a man he never really knew. In this rapidly modernizing country he begins to understand his 

father's decisions, including one that reverberates into the present day. Meanwhile, on the other side of the world, 

Ling and Emily question their own choices, trying to forge a path that bends toward new loves and fresh beginnings.  

 

Wendy Lee's powerfully honest novel captures the complexity of the immigrant experience, exploring one family's 

hidden history, unspoken hurts, and search for a place to call home.  

 

 

 

Discussion Questions:  
 

1. Ling is afraid that her children’s relationship is doomed to “older sibling–younger sibling rivalry or worse, 

indifference.” What kind of siblings are Emily and Michael? Is Emily a good older sister to her brother? How 

has their relationship changed over the years? 

 

2. Describe Emily and Julian’s marriage. Do they have more issues other than the fact that Julian wants children 

and Emily doesn’t? In explaining their marital problems, Emily says, “We’ve never had to struggle for 

anything together, against anything, except our parents’ expectations . . . and that’s not enough to keep two 

people together.” What part does this play in the dissolution of their marriage? 

 

3. Michael is constantly testing his relationship with David, from going on a trip without telling him to almost 

cheating on him. Why does Michael feel the need to push these boundaries? Will Michael and David’s 

relationship last? 

 

4. How does Gao Hu remind Emily of her own father? Why did she become an immigration lawyer, and how 

much of it has to do with her parents? Are these good reasons to pursue a career? 

 

5. In considering her husband, Ling reflects that she knows “how delicate his stomach was; how loud his snores 

at night; how his discarded socks looked like cow dung. . . . If knowing the most intimate details of someone’s 

life wasn’t really knowing that person, then what was?” Does knowing these kinds of things about someone 

mean that you truly know them? How is this different from understanding someone, particularly a spouse? 

 

6. While visiting Liao’s home, Michael thinks that maybe Liao rather than his own father is the lucky one. Even 

though he spent 15 years in a labor camp and Han immigrated to America, what does Liao have in his life that 

Han did not? What do people lose through the immigration process? 

 

7. How does Liao’s story help Michael forgive his father? Do you believe the saying that “holding on to your 

anger is like holding onto a piece of live coal that you intend to throw at someone else[;] in the end, you are the 

one who is burned”? Is there an instance in your life when you found it difficult to forgive someone? 

 

8. David tells Emily that “what you’re so sure of when you’re eighteen can change. Or when you’re twenty-eight, 

or thirty-eight.” Do you agree? What personal beliefs change over time and what don’t? Was there something 

you believed in when you were young that changed over time? 



 

9. In a sense, Han Tang will always remain an enigmatic person to his wife and children. What kind of closure do 

they find on their own? How does this help them continue with their lives? 

 

10. A reason many people immigrate to another country is to make a better life for their children. To many 

immigrants, this “better life” means traditional spouses, children, and job security—none of which Emily or 

Michael have by the end of the novel. Is this a betrayal of their parents’ sacrifices? What do the children of 

immigrants owe their parents? 


